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What makes forms of work socially unacceptable? What modes of regulation can eliminate unacceptable forms of work (UFW)? The United Nations International Labour Organization (ILO) has made these questions a central strand of its global policy agenda on its 2019 centenary. Similar enquiries motivate a range of pivotal national and supranational regulatory initiatives, from the Taylor Review of contemporary working relations and appointment of a Director of Labour Market Enforcement in the United Kingdom, to the EU Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA) initiative on severe labour exploitation in the EU, to the inclusion of the ‘decent work indicator’ among the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals.

Most policy makers and commentators would endorse the ILO’s broad definition of UFW as work performed in ‘conditions that deny fundamental principles and rights at work, put at risk the lives, health, freedom, human dignity and security of workers or keep households in conditions of extreme poverty.’ Yet most would also agree that there is a need for ‘a more refined understanding about the dimensions and descriptors of [UFW] . . . to guide practical action.’

This article responds to the challenge of constructing an analytically rigorous, theoretically-informed and policy-oriented conception of UFW. It is animated by a research project on Legal Regulation of UFW that proposes a new framework for conceptualizing and addressing unacceptable
work: the Multidimensional Model of UFW. This model makes three vital and novel contributions to the literatures on low-quality work and on labour market regulation. First, unlike prevailing conceptions of ‘bad jobs,’ vulnerability, or precarious work – which are moulded primarily to the features and needs of the economies of the global North – the Multidimensional Model is designed to be applicable to countries across the world, at widely-varying levels of development. Second, the model is designed not merely to be descriptive, but to be used as a rigorous diagnostic tool: to identify and prioritize the forms of unacceptable work most prominent in each local context. Finally, the Multidimensional Model has a novel and crucial regulatory dimension.

The regulatory component of the Multidimensional Model is the subject of this article. This element is unique in the available typologies of low-quality work, not least in that it ensures that the model can be operationalized. It draws upon innovative theories at the frontline of the interdisciplinary literature on labour regulation to propose a new strategic approach to UFW regulation. The goal of the strategic approach is to support the design and implementation of regulatory interventions that are tailored to development objectives, suited to lower-income countries, and have the broadest and most sustainable effects. The model therefore integrates local actors, is directed at transforming the conditions that produce UFW, and is attentive to the limited resources available for labour regulation in low-income countries. To these ends, the model has a particular focus on the sites and modes of legal intervention and emphasizes the design of legal frameworks, strategies, and tools.

The article both builds upon and contributes to pivotal conceptual and theoretical debates on the regulation of labour and, more broadly, effective regulatory models and techniques. It engages with a critical set of theories of regulation: on the indeterminacy of regulatory outcomes, the role and status of law in development, the legal treatment of precarious and non-standard work, and the merits of a strategic stance (which aims to maximize the use of finite resources towards effective regulatory outcomes). The

9 See, also, McCann and Fudge, id.
strategic approach to UFW regulation traced in this article brings to bear these diverse approaches upon the particular challenges of tackling unstable and low-waged work. It seeks to meld pertinent elements of these contributions to devise an approach that is tailored to the upgrading of UFW.

In doing so, the model adopts a socio-legal method, influenced by the American legal realists, which begins with social relations and social activity before proceeding to legal categories. The starting point is the social activities that are bound up in work relations rather than the existing legal categories (‘employee,’ ‘worker,’ ‘independent contractor’, and so on) The article therefore adopts a broad conception of labour market regulation that operates beyond the conventional boundaries of labour law, and even of legal regulation. It also embraces the concept of ‘regulatory space’, which denotes that:

[R]egulatory power is not held solely by governments but is dispersed throughout a number of bodies or groups such as firms ... non-governmental and supra-governmental agencies, standard-setting organisations, credit-rating agencies, business and professional associations, trade unions, religious organisations, courts, tribunals, peer groups and others.

Drawing on these insights, the article contends that successful regulatory strategies must both engage with, and be internalized by, the social actors whose behaviour is the subject of regulation. The strategic approach to UFW contributes to the existing scholarship on experimentation in regulatory design a particular emphasis on the need for a ‘ground-up’ approach, which begins with the realities of economic relations in the global North and South and, from there, proceeds to design regulatory solutions. In this regard, the Multidimensional Model ascribes a uniquely central role to local actors. Local policy makers, stakeholders, researchers, and workers are empowered to identify, prioritize, and address UFW in ways that are sensitive to local political, economic, and social contexts. The model thereby offers a synthesis of theoretical rigour and practical utility that is applicable to specific regulatory interventions.

Part I of the article outlines the substantive and predictive aspects of the Multidimensional Model, illustrating how it can be used to identify UFW across a wide range of working arrangements and social and economic contexts. Part II turns to the broader debates on labour-market regulation, culling insights for the design and implementation of frameworks on UFW regulation. Part III outlines crucial components of a strategic approach to

12 R. Mitchell, Redefining Labour Law: New Perspectives on Teaching and Research (2005); Arup et. al., op. cit., n. 10; Fudge et al., op. cit., n 10.
eliminating UFW. This approach is then further developed, in Part IV, by identifying key illustrations of existing legal frameworks on unacceptable work – the Mathadi Act in Maharashtra, India; Uruguayan domestic work legislation; minimum-wage legislation in both the global North and South; and the United Kingdom ban on ‘exclusivity clauses’ in zero-hours contracts. These models are investigated as a starting point for mapping the range of regulatory interventions that might embody a strategic approach to UFW regulation. The article concludes by drawing on these illustrations to elaborate upon how the principles that underpin the strategic approach to UFW regulation might be manifested in concrete regulatory frameworks.

I. THE MULTIDIMENSIONAL MODEL OF UFW

The Multidimensional Model of UFW has been developed by identifying the key academic and policy discourses that categorize central dimensions of working life as either desirable or unacceptable. The aim was to investigate the conceptions of unacceptability that are embedded in these literatures and to draw on their insights to develop a rigorous and policy-oriented conception of UFW. Each of the discourses – decent work,14 good jobs,15 precarious work,16 vulnerability,17 informal work,18 and forced labour19 – was

determined to be insufficient on its own, yet crucial to developing a robust concept of UFW.

The Multidimensional Model diverges from these earlier approaches by shifting from relatively narrow foci, centred on a limited range of characteristics, towards a more expansive scope, including by configuring unacceptability as a continuum. It, further, captures both the supply, demand, and institutional features of labour markets that tend to be associated with UFW, and the sites and features of effective intervention. The model configures UFW to capture (i) the substantive dimensions that render work unacceptable; (ii) the magnitude of the risks to which a worker is exposed; and (iii) the sites and modes of effective intervention. Elements (i) and (ii), summarized in this part, are explored in more detail in an earlier contribution. This article focuses on element (iii).

In each of its elements, the Multidimensional Model recognizes that the nature and magnitude of UFW differ from country to country depending upon factors such as levels of economic development, political and governance structures, the health of civil society, and the strength and complexion of labour market institutions and the social partners. In light of this complexity, local knowledge becomes critical to mapping the severity, extent, and locations of UFW. The model activates this knowledge by relying on local policy makers and researchers to map the incidence and magnitude of UFW and to determine priorities for intervention. The actors involved in this process are expected to include government ministries and agencies, social partner organizations, and civil society groups that speak for key constituencies. The Multidimensional Model is therefore a diagnostic tool to be used by local actors to identify and to target UFW across a range of economies and at different levels of development.

1. Substantive dimensions and indicators of UFW

The Multidimensional Model recognizes twelve substantive dimensions of unacceptability (Table 1). It is more expansive than earlier discourses of unacceptable work, which tend to centre primarily at the level of the job. The model captures the range of dimensions of working life, including the intersection of waged labour and community life, social protection, collective mechanisms, job content, and the legal architecture through which workers identify and enforce their entitlements.

The Multidimensional Model is designed to be sufficiently flexible to take account of the contingent nature of unacceptable while recognizing a core of basic and universal human rights. Each of the twelve substantive dimensions is

20 McCann and Fudge, op. cit., n. 8.
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Table 1. The substantive dimensions of UFW

**Dimension 1. Forced labour**
* Worker subject to forced labour (including slavery, debt bondage, trafficking in persons, forced prostitution, forced overtime)

**Dimension 2. Health and safety**
* Risk to health and wellbeing (physical and mental)

**Dimension 3. Income**
* Inadequate payment (too low to satisfy basic needs);
* Insecure payments (for example, wage arrears, irregular payments, unjustified deductions, performance of unpaid work, illegitimate/excessive recruitment fees)

**Dimension 4. Security**
* Day-labour (casual contracts, zero-hours contracts);
Insecure employment (no certainty of continuing employment, termination is possible without a valid reason or without procedural or other protections);
No prospects for promotion;
No opportunities for skill development or training

**Dimension 5. Working time**
* Excessive weekly hours;
* Weekly rest of less than 24 hours;
* Insufficient daily rest/family/community time;
* Forced overtime;
* Insufficient hours (too few to satisfy basic needs);
* Unprotected night work (no health assessments, no capacity to transfer in essential circumstances, no additional compensation);
* Paid annual vacation of less than 3 working weeks;
Unpredictable schedules;
Lack of influence over working hours (including the flexibility to deal with family and community obligations);
Insufficient rest breaks during the working day

**Dimension 6. Representation and voice mechanisms**
* The right to freedom of association, the right to organize, and the right to collective bargaining are not respected;
Lack of consultation, denial of participation, or failure to provide voice mechanisms

**Dimension 7. Child labour**
* Child labour

(continues)
Table 1 (continued)

**Dimension 8. Social protection** (health care, pension coverage, paid sick leave, unemployment insurance)
*Social protection inadequate to satisfy basic needs

**Dimension 9. Equality, human rights and dignity** (irrespective of gender, ethnicity, race, nationality, caste, family status, age, disability, religion, sexual orientation, indigenous identity, HIV-status, trade union affiliation and activities, political opinion, contractual status/working arrangements)
* Discrimination in working life (including access to education and vocational training);
* Unequal pay for work of equal value;
* Abuse, violence, and harassment;
* Lack of respect for human rights, including the lack of respect for privacy (for example, restrictions on transfer of earnings, privacy violated in employer-provided housing, confiscation of possessions);
Lack of respect for national, ethnic, and social identities and cultures

**Dimension 10. Legal protection**
* Exclusion from legal protections;
* Inadequate implementation/enforcement of legal protections (ineffective inspection systems, unspecified allocation of responsibilities in multilateral relationships);
* Inadequate regulation of the recruitment or placement of workers by employment agencies, labour providers, and so on;
Lack of information on legal rights;
No express contract

**Dimension 11. Family and community life**
* No entitlement to paid maternity leave of at least 14 weeks;
* No maternity protection;
No parental leave;
Work inhibits family or community life (for example, engagements terminated because a worker has family responsibilities, no flexibility to deal with family or community obligations)

**Dimension 12. Work organization**
Lack of control over the work process (task, decision, timing, method);
Excessive workload;
Intense physical and mental demands

Source: McCann and Fudge 2017
categorized into a set of indicators that are designed to assist researchers and policy makers to construct models of UFW suited to regional, national, sectoral, or occupational contexts (Table 1). A number of the indicators mark certain forms of work as entirely unacceptable and are, therefore, essential features of all models of UFW (for example, forced labour, discrimination, child labour). These fundamental indicators, starred in Table 1 (*), indicate where the most urgent policy interventions are needed. Supplementary indicators are also identified, which are assumed to be context-specific and to be linked to levels of development. The Multidimensional Model is therefore a contextual model, in that it can be adjusted to a range of settings. It is also dynamic. The fundamental and supplementary indicators indicate a path for national policy actors incrementally to adjust their economic and labour policies towards the phased elimination of UFW.22

2. The magnitude and complexion of UFW: a predictive methodology

The magnitude of UFW, encompassing both their severity and their extent in the labour market, is contingent upon a complex range of socio-economic, governance, and labour-market features. It is therefore critical that local policy actors and researchers play a central role in mapping UFW and in selecting intervention strategies.23 As part of this process, the Multidimensional Model has been designed for use in discerning patterns and practices that are common to UFW: the groups of workers involved and the locations in which these forms of work are found. This approach recognizes that members of groups that are differentiated along status markers – sex, caste or migration status, for example – are more likely to be found in UFW, and that certain labour-market locations – such as the agriculture or hospitality sectors, or informal work – are more likely to harbour UFW.

To this end, the model integrates a predictive methodology, which identifies sets of demographic and ascriptive characteristics (‘social location’) and labour-market locations (‘social context’) that are at risk of generating UFW.24 These dimensions are presented in Table 2. Social location identifies the characteristics of workers who may disproportionately be found in UFW: sex, ethnicity, age, family status, immigration status, linguistic group, skill and ability levels, and so on.25 Social context captures processes and

22 The Multidimensional Model is also designed readily to be mapped to common features of regulatory schemata including ILO international labour standards; see Fudge and McCann, op. cit., n. 8, pp. 48–51.
23 McCann and Fudge, op. cit., n. 8.
24 See, in particular Vosko, op. cit. (2010), n. 16.
institutions that shape how different groups of workers are positioned in local labour markets, such as regional and local product markets, sectors, and governance regimes.

As with the substantive dimensions outlined above, the categories listed in Table 2 are intended to be indicative and are expected to vary according to local circumstances. These typologies can therefore be used by policy actors and researchers to identify significant patterns and practices.

II. TOWARDS EFFECTIVE REGULATION

The most prominent labour-market policy discourses from the late 1980s to the early 2000s posited an inescapable trade-off between protecting workers and pricing them out of the labour market. Recognition has since grown,


---

Table 2. Dimensions of social location and social context

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social location:</th>
<th>Social context:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The interaction of social relations (for example, gender, ethnicity, social class) and legal and political categories (for example, citizenship) that shape the likelihood of workers’ involvement in UFW</td>
<td>The labour market and social welfare institutions and features of the political economy that determine (i) whether work is unacceptable and (ii) the forms of unacceptable work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td>Occupation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National origin</td>
<td>Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship and immigration status</td>
<td>Labour market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social class</td>
<td>Product market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Firm size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual orientation</td>
<td>Contractual form (for example, temporary, part-time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family status</td>
<td>Labour market institutions (for example, regulatory regime, union density)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care obligations</td>
<td>Social welfare institutions (for example, social spending)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability</td>
<td>Geographical region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>Levels of atypical employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caste</td>
<td>Levels of informality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: McCann and Fudge 2017
however, of labour regulation’s potential role in development: providing insurance against labour market risks, for example, smoothing market access, overcoming information asymmetries and collective action problems, and so on.\textsuperscript{27} This evolving awareness is propelling a growing literature on the design of effective labour regulation, which can be mined to devise and assess regulatory strategies for UFW. Four literatures are of particular value in this regard.

An innovative empirical research, first, has illustrated that the impacts of labour regulations are difficult to predict a priori. This finding is captured in Deakin and Sakar’s notion of ‘regulatory indeterminacy.’\textsuperscript{28} Lee and McCann have extended this notion to capture uncertainty in the protective capacities of labour law\textsuperscript{29}: ‘the varying capacity of labour law frameworks to generate protective outcomes.’\textsuperscript{30} They identify three crucial variables that generate protective indeterminacy: (i) the accelerating fragmentation of labour markets into diverse forms of employment; (ii) complex interactions between labour market institutions; and (iii) impediments to the effective implementation of labour norms. Lee and McCann argue, usefully for UFW regulation, that these three factors should shape the design of research and policy agendas on effective legal regulation.

In part fuelled by these insights into the varying outcomes of labour law reform projects, a second literature is investigating the demands of integrating effective labour law regimes into development strategies. Deakin and Marshall’s recent reflection on labour market regulation in the least-developed countries, for example, has generated valuable prescriptions for ‘development-friendly’ labour law reform.\textsuperscript{31} These authors elaborate a set of criteria for developing and reforming labour law regimes, suggesting that regulatory frameworks should be compatible with economic incentives; complement contiguous and overlapping regulatory domains (corporate governance frameworks; finance, competition, and tax law, and so on); be

\begin{itemize}
\item S. Deakin, ‘The Evidence-Based Case for Labour Regulation’ in Lee and McCann (eds.), op. cit., n. 10, p. 31.
\item S. Lee and D. McCann, ‘Regulatory Indeterminacy and Protection in Contemporary Labour Markets: Innovation in Research and Policy’ in McCann et al. (eds.), op. cit., n. 10, p. 3.
\item id., p. 26.
\end{itemize}
‘context dependent,’ including by being compatible with levels of industrialization and the mix of formal and informal work; support inclusive governance (encourage participative decision making and broader social and civil dialogue in the formulation of rules); and be sensitive to institutional capacities. The authors also stress that regulatory frameworks can support the core functions of labour market regulation, of economic coordination, risk distribution, demand management, democratization, and empowerment.

A third strand of analysis speculates on the novel regulatory frameworks that can effectively regulate precarious and non-standard forms of work. In this tradition, McCann and Murray’s analysis of regulatory mechanisms to facilitate the formalization of informal work\(^\text{32}\) has built on a ‘reconstructive labour law’ approach, under which the central objective of regulatory interventions is ‘to build coherent and protected working relationships from intermittent episodes of economic exchange.’\(^\text{33}\) Their ‘framed flexibility’ model combines supports for standardized working-time norms with a degree of flexibility in favour of both employers and workers. This model is grounded in a number of principles that are relevant across the spectrum of UFW and can be drawn on to shape the regulatory dimension of the Multidimensional Model. The principle of unity of labour law systems – that labour law frameworks should be conceptualized as an integrated whole – prevents regulatory strategies on precarious work from undermining the existing corpus of labour law (for example, by reducing the protection available under generally-applicable frameworks).\(^\text{34}\) Careful calibration of regulatory techniques is also crucial, in particular to ensure the optimum balance of legislated and collectively-bargained norms.\(^\text{35}\) The principle of innovative regulation recognizes that novel fields and sites of regulation render the design of apt legal frameworks complex and uncertain, suggesting that a degree of experimentation is required.\(^\text{36}\) Regulatory settlements should therefore be dynamic, in the sense of integrating processes of empirical testing and incremental reform.\(^\text{37}\)

Particularly crucial, finally, is Weil’s elaboration of a strategic approach to labour inspection. This aims to maximize the effective use of resources


\(^{34}\) McCann and Murray, op. cit., n. 32, pp. 329–30.

\(^{35}\) id., pp. 333–4.

\(^{36}\) id., p. 335.

towards the greatest impact.\footnote{38} Weil identifies four criteria for strategic enforcement. \textit{Prioritization} requires labour inspectorates to rank workplaces according to the probable severity of their legal contraventions and to target the worst.\footnote{39} \textit{Deterrence} seeks to prevent compliance techniques from draining state resources.\footnote{40} Instead, these techniques should cultivate a deterrent effect that convinces firms to comply voluntarily, and should influence the behaviour even of those employers unlikely to be inspected. \textit{Sustainability} supports practices that can reduce the incidence and magnitude of legal infractions in the longer term, prompting enduring compliance.\footnote{41} The potential for \textit{systems-wide effects}, finally, aims for outcomes that are systemic, rather than exclusively local, in that they have geographic, industrial, and/or product-market outcomes.\footnote{42}

\textbf{III. STRATEGIC REGULATION OF UFW}

The frameworks for labour law reform identified in Part II can be drawn on to develop the regulatory dimension of the Multidimensional Model. Maintaining a focus on UFW, the ultimate objective is to propose lessons for regulatory initiatives that are designed with an awareness of protective indeterminacy, compatible with development, advance reconstructive labour regulation, and embed a strategic approach. The range of these responses is as yet unmapped. Some key components can be identified, however, prior to deriving lessons from existing legal projects in Part IV.

The Multidimensional Model, fundamentally, is grounded in the concept of regulatory indeterminacy, discussed in Part II, in that it starts from a recognition that the influence of legal measures should not be assumed. Regulatory models and strategies cannot be expected to be equally effective in every setting. The quest, then, is to identify the most effectual forms of regulation for UFW in each locality. This endeavour must take into account the key variables of protective indeterminacy identified by Lee and McCann,\footnote{43} by considering the extent to which UFW is associated with the regulation of historically-atypical employment forms, investigating the optimum interaction between regulatory institutions, and identifying and testing strategies to eliminate constraints on the implementation of legal standards.

The first task is to determine the forms of UFW that will be targeted. Since manifestations of UFW – and the means available to tackle them –

\textsuperscript{39} id., p. 354.  
\textsuperscript{40} id., pp. 354–5.  
\textsuperscript{41} id., p. 355.  
\textsuperscript{42} id., pp. 355–6.  
\textsuperscript{43} Lee and McCann, op. cit., n. 29.}
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vary with socio-economic context, the model assigns the allocation of priorities to local policy actors. This method is in line with Marshall and Deakin’s call for inclusive governance, by expanding upon the constituencies conventionally involved in decision making on regulatory design to elicit an authentic and wide-ranging social dialogue. It also reflects Weil’s sustainability principle, taken in this context to require the activation of labour market actors to build their capacities in the longer term and to incentivize key players such as lead firms.

Another of Weil’s strategic principles – prioritization – is adapted to suggest that policy makers should target the most egregious manifestations of UFW. This principle is already latent in the Multidimensional Model. As outlined in Part I, the substantive dimensions and indicators of unacceptability, in combination with the predictive methodology, can be used by local actors to determine which working relations should be categorized as UFW, their magnitude and concentration. The UFW indicators, further, are designed to support a dynamic strategy that involves a sequencing of interventions. Where forced labour is present, for example, it is an urgent site of intervention. Equally, regulation should immediately target the worst forms of child labour.

Yet, an effective regulatory strategy cannot be centred on responding to egregious incidences of UFW on an ad hoc basis. As Weil has observed, ‘[e]mployer practices in the workplace are an outgrowth of broader organisational policies and practices, often driven (implicitly or explicitly) by competitive strategies or forces.’ Strategic regulation of UFW aims to transform the conditions that produce UFW, while also determining where to target initiatives to ensure the maximum impact of the available resources. These objectives are relevant not only to determining where to intervene, but also to the modes of intervention. In this regard, the Multidimensional Model places particular emphasis on the design of legal frameworks, strategies, and tools. The range of feasible mechanisms for the strategic regulation of UFW requires empirical investigation. At this stage, however, two key concepts can be proposed. Both are targeted at achieving systemic effects, the first on sites of intervention, the second on regulatory design.

1. Points of leverage

To identify effective targets of intervention, the Multidimensional Model employs the notion of ‘points of leverage’. Associated with systems theory and originally identified by Meadows, points of leverage are the sites in

44 Weil, op. cit., n. 38.
45 Research agendas on the empirical investigation of UFW regulation have been designed by the Global Challenges Research Fund/Economic and Social Research Council Strategic Network on Legal Regulation of Unacceptable Forms of Work (2017) (ES/P0074651).
complex systems at which ‘small, well-focused actions can sometimes produce significant, enduring improvements.’

Labour regulation scholarship has been enriched by systems theory, crucially by being pushed to acknowledge limits on the potential of legal regulation to reform labour markets. The account of legal systems as autonomous social systems, partially detached from the economic and political spheres (‘operational closure’), has prompted scholars to recognize that labour regulation is in part determined by ‘the internal discourses and processes of law’. In consequence, law’s potency cannot be assumed. These insights have prompted labour regulation literatures to attend to the interdependency of legal regulation and self-regulation of other systems. In this dimension, systems theory has elicited a degree of apprehension for the normative goals of labour regulation due to a tendency to downplay the role of the state, in particular with respect to regulation in low-income countries.

Yet the resonance of the notion of points of leverage – in particular, to reflect upon apt entry points for effective regulation – has been neglected. Meadow’s elaboration of leverage points has been influential in the field of sustainable development. In the study of labour markets, however, the concept is as yet nascent. Niforou has investigated leverage points in global


49 Deakin, id.


value-chains that can be capitalized on by labour actors to improve working conditions, for example, lead firm Corporate Social Responsibility codes, long-term relationships with suppliers, local union or NGO presence. And Doellgast et al., reflecting on the challenges of organizing call-centre workers, have elaborated on the range of leverage points for collective action that are offered by European states’ diverse labour market institutions and that vary with differences in the role of the state or formal bargaining rights. Points of leverage have not, however, been examined as they are present across broader regulatory frameworks or with a focus on regulating precarious work across an economy.

The Multidimensional Model configures leverage points as crucial to the strategic regulation of UFW. The contention is that they are particularly critical in contexts in which the resources available to curb labour market disadvantage are profoundly constrained. It is expected that points of leverage will be found at different levels: national, regional, industrial, sectoral, and so on. They can be expected to include, for example, the presence of lead firms that have sunk costs in a specific market, or of workers’ organizations that have the potential to assist to bring order to chaotic labour markets. Yet, it is not possible to predict apt points of leverage a priori. For this reason, under the Multidimensional Model they are again to be identified by local actors, who are familiar with local regulatory and institutional frameworks. Examples of leverage points that have been identified and capitalized upon are highlighted in the discussion of illustrative regulatory frameworks in Part IV below, in relation to the regulation of Mathadi workers, domestic work in Uruguay and, with less success, the regulation of ‘zero-hours contracts’ in the United Kingdom.

2. Institutional dynamism

The second key concept in the regulation of UFW is ‘institutional dynamism.’ This notion has been proposed by Lee and McCann to account for the capacity of legal frameworks to operate beyond their formal parameters. Institutional dynamism, first, captures the influence of labour law norms beyond their formal reach (‘external dynamism’). In this form, it embraces processes through which labour norms have effects in informal settings (shaping norms of social behaviour, influencing working relations through

56 Lee and McCann, op. cit., n. 29, p. 3.
57 id., p. 13.
awareness of statutory standards, and so on). Institutional dynamism also captures the capacity of regulatory regimes to host interactions between a range of institutions (‘internal dynamism’).58

The notion of institutional dynamism, then, is attentive to the convergence of labour and development objectives that is captured in Marshall and Deakin’s ‘development-friendly’ labour law model,59 and in particular to the interaction of informal and formal forms of labour. It also embodies the insights of McCann and Murray’s reconstructive labour law model60 by attending to the interaction of regulatory mechanisms. These dynamics can be absorbed and elaborated to advance UFW regulation. In this context, policy actors are expected to remain alert to the dynamic capacities of labour regulation in order to trigger and to magnify systemic effects. Institutional dynamism has particular resonance for the strategic regulation of UFW, especially in low-income settings, in that it extends the effects of legislated standards without costly investments in labour inspection and enforcement. This benefit is illustrated by the discussion of institutional dynamism in minimum-wage laws in Part IV.

IV. STRATEGIC REGULATION IN ACTION: TARGETING UNACCEPTABLE FORMS OF WORK

Increasingly, regulatory initiatives are being devised that specifically target UFW. This Part selects key illustrations that are prominent in the global literature on effective labour regulation. It returns to these initiatives, drawing on the priorities and insights of the strategic regulation approach to reassess their contributions and effectiveness. The aim is to illustrate the value of the strategic approach in assessing UFW regulation and to derive insights into the range of interventions that this approach might support. Four regulatory initiatives are evaluated. Three – regulatory frameworks on Mathadi work in Maharashtra, India, domestic work in Uruguay, and minimum wages in the global North and South – are conceptualized as contrasting interventions that have successfully targeted and transformed UFW by embodying elements of the strategic approach. The final illustration – recent legislation on ‘zero-hours contracts’ in the United Kingdom – is included to illustrate the failure of a regulatory measure to address the range of dimensions that make a form of work unacceptable or to ensure effective enforcement and to propose other options that are likely to be more fruitful.

58 id.
59 Deakin and Marshall, op. cit., n. 31.
60 id.
1. Mathadi workers: tripartite regulation of informal work

The Mathadi Act, 1969\textsuperscript{61} targets Mathadi workers: head-load carriers who work for transport companies and retail merchants in ports, docks, market yards, and wholesale markets in the state of Maharashtra in India.\textsuperscript{62} This work is physically demanding and takes place in challenging outdoor conditions. Prior to the Act, Mathadi work was profoundly insecure: a form of casual day labour, it was irregular and without fixed wages, overtime payments, or holiday or leave entitlements. Mathadi work exemplified an unacceptable form of informal employment: workers fell outside the scope of social protection and had very limited access to medical care.

The Mathadi Act regulates the engagement and conditions of Mathadi workers as well as providing social protection and access to medical services. To do so, it established a tripartite Mathadi Board for each district in the state, which is composed of representatives of workers, labour-users, and the government. The Boards directly intervene in the labour market by acting as the exclusive labour intermediary for the hiring of Mathadi workers. To reduce unemployment, the Boards limit the number of workers they register. They also set the wage rate and social security/benefit levy that the labour-user must pay. The Act requires workers and users to register with a Board, which receives the workers’ wages and disperses them according to hours worked. The Boards also administer pension funds and workers’ compensation as well as providing medical care and educational assistance to workers and their families.

The Mathadi Act does not directly address the insecurity of what still remains a form of casual work. Yet it sets wages at a level that provide a living wage, and the workers and their families have access to social protection and health care.\textsuperscript{63} The Act has therefore been successful in formalizing Mathadi work, increasing wages, lifting workers and their families out of poverty, and providing insurance against a range of risks.\textsuperscript{64}

The Mathadi Act can also be configured as a pioneering illustration of the strategic regulation of UFW. It illustrates key features of the strategic regulation approach. Centrally, it has prioritized an UFW for intervention. This regulatory model, further, demonstrates the necessary awareness of regulatory techniques. The tripartite configuration of the Mathadi Boards has stimulated institutional dynamism in its internal form, by mobilizing labour-market actors as partners in regulation, promoting social dialogue, and

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{61} Maharashtra Mathadi Hamal and other Manual Workers (Regulation of Employment and Welfare) Act, 1969.
  \item \textsuperscript{63} Agarwala, id., p. 53.
  \item \textsuperscript{64} Marshall, op. cit., n. 62, p. 310.
\end{itemize}
developing the capacity of workers to organize. The point of leverage was the intersecting interests of unions and employers. Despite the inability of Mathadi workers’ unions to institutionalize collective bargaining, they were sufficiently strong politically and economically to secure the new form of regulation. The legislation therefore leveraged the ability of unions to organize Mathadi workers, and effective worker representation has since been critical to the Act’s success. Crucial also was the desire of labour-users to reform a chaotic labour market, to formalize Mathadi work, and to eradicate its most unacceptable features.

The regime is development-friendly, in that it is sensitive to institutional capacities. Without relying on costly labour inspection strategies, it has had a deterrent effect, successfully dissuading labour-users from reverting to unacceptable practices. The regime has also been sustainable. Over the last decade, union disunity and decline have weakened the effectiveness of some Boards and, as a result, a small proportion of Mathadi work now operates informally. Yet, overall, the regulatory regime has been a success. Indeed, it has had system-wide effects, in that the Mathadi Act model has been adapted for other groups of informal workers, including transport workers in Kerala and bidi workers in Gujarat and Maharashtra.

The Mathadi Act, then, provides a model of tripartite regulation of informal employment in sectors in which capital is not mobile, but rather rooted: the work takes place in a fixed location, and the relationship between the workers and labour-users is direct. The framework indicates that, if designed properly, regulation that targets low-paid, unsafe, and insecure informal employment can contribute to the elimination of UFW by improving wages, increasing security, and providing access to social protection and to medical assistance. This form of regulation also has broader collective effects, promoting social dialogue, mobilizing labour-market actors as partners in regulation, and developing the capacity of workers to organize.

2. Domestic workers in Uruguay: extending traditional techniques

An alternative to the Mathadi Act’s model of UFW regulation – a devoted regulatory scheme – is to expand the coverage of generally-applicable legislated standards to previously excluded groups. The regulation of domestic work in Uruguay is a leading example. Domestic work is a significant
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source of employment in Uruguay, particularly for women.69 Domestic workers have long been entitled to a range of social security benefits – disability, old age and survivor pensions (since 1942), maternity benefits and family allowance (since 1980), medical coverage and sick pay (since 1984) – and also to a minimum wage (since 1990). In 2006, however, legislation was enacted to extend to domestic workers the labour and social security rights already available to other workers.70 This law mandated rights that include a minimum working age of 18 years and rights to an eight-hour day and 44-hour week, daily rest periods and rest breaks, and a 36-hour weekly rest, while a 2007 Decree added overtime pay, paid sick leave, and a right to food and lodging for live-in workers.71

These reforms also introduced a structure for tripartite negotiation. In 2008, a negotiating forum specifically for the domestic service sector was established as part of the Wages Council of Uruguay. The Domestic Work Sector of the Council is composed of representatives from the Ministry of Labour and Social Security, the Sindicato Único de Trabajadoras Domésticas (SUTD) – the only union that represents domestic workers – and the association for the employers of domestic workers, the Liga de Amas de Casa (LACCU). The Domestic Work Sector negotiates collective agreements and has secured wage increases, work clothes and equipment, a seniority bonus, additional compensation for night work, and a paid holiday that is designated as Domestic Workers’ Day. The parties have also agreed to comply with international labour standards on freedom of association and collective bargaining.72

Like the Mathadi Act, the Uruguayan domestic work regime can be assessed through the lens of strategic regulation of UFW. In this regard, it meets the prioritization criterion by centring on a marginalized form of work that was previously excluded from legal protection. The points of leverage for this intervention were both national and sectoral: extensive legislated labour rights and the presence of both a domestic workers’ union – a single, strong membership-based organization – and an employers’ organization. Also in line with the strategic approach, the regulatory framework attends to the strengths of different regulatory modes. Centrally, the framework for

69 Between 2006 and 2010, the number of persons employed in domestic work in Uruguay increased from 105,572 to 120,164. Almost 99 per cent of all domestic workers are women and they disproportionately identify as black or of African ancestry: Goldsmith, id., pp. 3, 5.
70 Law 18.065.
71 In addition to defining the terms of Law 18.065, Decree 224/007 explicitly excluded rural domestic service personnel (domestic workers who are employed by the owners of farms and ranches).
72 Goldsmith, op. cit., n. 68, p. 11.
triptite negotiation has been the key to securing significant wage increases. The tripartite Wage Council leveraged the social partners in the sector and the existing labour law framework. It was able to formalize and strengthen the representative bodies, and tripartite negotiations enabled the government and social partners to tailor standard labour law entitlements to domestic workers through collective agreements.

The framework also embodies McCann and Murray’s principle of innovative regulation, by incorporating novel and experimental approaches to implementation. The Banco de Previsión Social (BPS, Social Security Institute) mounted a publicity campaign to raise awareness about domestic workers’ legal rights, and to boost social security registration, in which inventive techniques were used. These included information pamphlets designed as doorknob tags for employers’ homes, which announced that ‘[t]he domestic worker in this house is enrolled in the BPS’. Television adverts promoted domestic workers’ rights and socio-dramas were aired on the public transport system. Inspection strategies were also innovative. Labour inspectors visited private homes to determine whether domestic workers were registered for social security. They requested documents but did not enter the households. Rather than inspection in its traditional form – centred primarily on sanctioning employers – the inspectors used their visits as an opportunity to educate employers about their obligations and about workers’ rights, and to encourage them to comply with the law.

The Uruguayan domestic work regime, finally, meets the sustainability criterion. Since 2006, the number of domestic workers contributing to the BPS has increased by 45.6 per cent. Further expansion, though, and elevation towards systems-wide effects, seem more problematic. The intervention appears to have reached a plateau in formalizing domestic work: the level of social security coverage remains around 40 per cent and there are signs that employers are adopting strategies to avoid compliance.

3. Institutional dynamism: minimum wage regulation in developing and advanced economies

Institutional dynamism, outlined in Part III, captures the emphasis of the Multidimensional Model on the design of legal regimes and strategies. This priority is substantiated by the research that points to elements of regulatory design and the strategies of labour market actors that have the potential to improve UFW. Institutional dynamism is particularly visible in research findings on the operation of minimum wage regulation in both developing
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countries and advanced industrialized economies.\footnote{Lee and McCann, op. cit., n. 29.} In this regulatory arena, it is present in both its external and internal forms. External dynamism – the influence of labour laws beyond their formal scope – is highlighted in research that is tracking the influence of minimum wages in informal settings.\footnote{See, for example, S. Lemos, ‘Minimum Wage Effects in a Developing Country’ (2009) 16 Labour Economics 224; T. Boeri et al., ‘The Lighthouse Effect and Beyond’ (2011) 57 Rev. of Income and Wealth S54; T. Dinkelman and V. Ranchod, ‘Evidence on the Impact of Minimum Wage Laws in an Informal Sector: Domestic Workers in South Africa’ (2012) 99 J. of Development Economics 27; F. Groisman, ‘Employment, Inequality and Minimum Wages in Argentina’ in McCann et al., op. cit., n. 10.} This evolving literature confirms that minimum wages can exercise an influence – ‘lighthouse effects’ – on wages in informal employment. Groisman, for example, has investigated the sustained commitment of successive Argentinian governments to a national minimum wage, finding that the national Employment Contract Law (Ley de Contrato de Trabajo)\footnote{Law No. 20.744.} has had a substantial impact on the wages of informal workers.\footnote{Groisman, op. cit., n. 78.}

The minimum wage also provides a potent illustration of the internal dimension of institutional dynamism: the capacity of regulatory regimes to host interactions between a range of institutions. The literature underscores the protective outcomes that can be generated for workers. In Europe, Grimshaw et al. have identified ‘ripple effects,’ through which minimum wage increases influence wages above the minimum.\footnote{D. Grimshaw et al., ‘The Pay Equity Effects of Minimum Wages: A Comparative Industrial Relations Approach’ in McCann et al. (eds.), op. cit., n. 10, p. 126.} These effects can be leveraged to raise wages in low-pay sectors through the interaction of legislative and collective bargaining regimes. Strong collective bargaining regimes were found to bolster the effects of minimum-wage legislation, improving pay equity through the impact on low-waged employment, gender pay inequality, and wage compression in the lower half of the wage structure.\footnote{See, also, J. Rubery and D. Grimshaw, ‘Gender and the Minimum Wage’ in Lee and McCann (eds.), op. cit., n. 10, p. 226.} The authors concluded that strong – dual or inclusive\footnote{D. Gallie (ed.), Employment Regimes and the Quality of Work (2007).} – industrial relations systems support the higher-value minimum wages that enhance pay equity.

Ripple effects of minimum wages have also been found in low-income settings. These effects can be substantial if the minimum wage – and especially the magnitude of an increase – is used by workers’ organizations as a basis for wage negotiation. This strategy has been successfully developed by trade unions in a number of Asian countries, including the Philippines, China, and Viet Nam.\footnote{S. Lee and S. Gerecke, ‘Regulatory Indeterminacy and Institutional Design in Minimum Wages: Decentralization, Coordination, and Politics in Asian Minimum} In these contexts, workers who already earn more
than the new minimum wage rate have used it as a benchmark for their wage demands.

This evolving body of research, then, points to a significant role for institutional dynamism in efforts to buttress wage laws, and potentially other labour standards, to the benefit of workers in UFW. It suggests integrating institutional dynamism into the planning and design of regulatory frameworks. It also showcases to labour-market actors strategies that can strengthen and extend regulatory frameworks. The minimum wage, first, can be integrated into formalization and poverty alleviation strategies in low-income countries. Rather than assuming an ignorance or irrelevance of formal norms in informal settings, policy-makers would recognize the potential of formal rules to have dynamic effects. The modes through which these effects operate, however, is not entirely clear; further research is needed. Elements of the research, for example, point to the minimum wage operating as a reference wage in the informal sector, and serving as a basis for wage determination. Another strand of the literature is revealing relatively widespread awareness of legislative standards in informal settings.

It may also be that fashioning devoted legislation for sections of the economy that are characterized as informal could be more potent than conventionally assumed. Dinkelman and Ranchod have investigated the introduction of a minimum wage into the South African domestic work sector in 2002. They note that the conventional mechanisms of state enforcement were largely irrelevant in this setting. Yet the legislation successfully achieved large increases in domestic workers’ wages: as much as 13–15 per cent for workers in provinces in which the pre-law median wage was below the minimum. It therefore embodies the strategic approach to UFW regulation: an economical intervention with strong deterrent effects. As Dinkelman and Ranchod conclude, ‘labour market regulation in an informal sector of considerable importance can have a real and immediate impact, even with very limited monitoring and enforcement.’

Turning to internal dynamism, interrelationships among labour market institutions can be integrated into both regulatory design and actor strategies. There is a case for strengthening and extending collective bargaining institutions, in particular in low-income settings. New strategies can also be
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adopted by collective bargaining actors, for example, to heighten pay equity outcomes. Grimshaw et al.’s findings challenge bargaining actors to fashion explicit pay equity strategies, the most convincing results being likely where bargaining outcomes peg a sectoral minimum wage or the entire wage grid to increases in the minimum wage.

4. The resurgence of day labour in industrialized countries: ‘zero-hours contracts’ in the United Kingdom

In industrialized countries, an evolving casualization of working arrangements has surfaced in the debates on labour market regulation. The concern is that certain forms of work are beyond the reach of labour law. A key illustration is the United Kingdom debate on the regulation of zero-hours contracts (ZHCs): working arrangements – also characterized as ‘casual,’ ‘on-call,’ or ‘on-demand’ – in which individuals are requested to work as and when required without guaranteed hours or income. There is widespread concern that zero-hours work is increasing. The Office for National Statistics (ONS) estimates that there are 1.7 million ‘no guaranteed hours contracts’ (NGHCs) in the United Kingdom economy – about 6 per cent of all employment contracts. NGHCs are also concentrated among groups that encounter broader labour market disadvantage, including women and young workers. The available evidence on the conditions of zero-hours work suggests a profoundly disadvantageous working experience for many. The data highlights working-time insecurity: insufficient hours and substantial variations (short notice of schedules, for example, or unexpected changes). There is also some evidence that wages in ZHCs are a matter of concern.

These disadvantages are shaped and intensified by the United Kingdom labour law framework, which has enduring problems in conceptualizing
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casual work. Central is the complexity of determining the legal identity of casual work and the related constraints on the coverage of the law. Key employment protections are attached to qualifying periods, most significantly rights to protection from unfair dismissal and redundancy payments (two-year qualifying periods) and to parental leave (26 weeks). Workers must have a contract of employment across a qualifying period, with interruptions of a week or more breaking continuity. In identifying the contract of employment, the courts require ‘mutuality of obligation’: a continuing obligation on the hirer to offer work and on the worker to accept it. Yet the courts generally hold that an employment contract exists only during periods in which individuals are engaged in a stint of work. There is no mutuality of obligation – and therefore no contract of employment – between engagements. This continuity requirement excludes zero-hours workers from employment rights that are attached to qualifying periods, even where they have worked for the same hirer for a number of years.

Recently, however, the United Kingdom government has embraced a new regulatory approach to ZHCs, namely, specific regulation. This strategy has centred on the use of exclusivity clauses: contractual clauses that purport to prohibit zero-hours workers from working for another hirer. In 2015, the United Kingdom government banned these clauses. This ban meets the Multidimensional Model’s prioritization criterion by targeting UFW. Casual work can also be conceptualized as a point of leverage for broader reform: at
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the confluence of employment status, legal protection, and working time, it offers an entry-point for more extensive improvements.

Yet the exclusivity ban is of limited value and does not meet the demands of the Multidimensional Model. Regulating casual work solely through exclusivity ignores the substantive multidimensionality of UFW, outlined in Part I, by neglecting the legal protection, working time, and income dimensions. The exclusivity ban, for example, does not target an obvious problem: an exclusive working relationship is as likely to be generated by the complexities of combining two jobs with unpredictable schedules as by an express contractual clause. On the legal protection dimension, the legislation leaves entirely untouched the core problem of the exclusion of zero-hours workers from legislated labour rights. Further, casualized working relations are not exclusively a matter of contractual form and status: they are also a function of the arrangement and predictability of working hours. A multidimensional conception of casual work would sustain strategies that address casualization even where a working relationship is framed within an enduring contractual relationship.

It is evident that casual workers need specific rights that ‘recognise the intricacies of their working arrangements . . .’. Such regulatory strategies are being explored in the academic literature. McCann and Murray have identified a set of ‘framed flexibility’ mechanisms: the prohibition of casual work in vulnerable arenas; notice of schedules and overtime; incentives for continuous hours; compensation for short or cancelled call-out periods; and in-shift travel periods counted as working time. Other ideas include guaranteed hours or income, ‘conversion rights’ to open-ended contracts.

110 D. McCann and J. Murray, The Legal Regulation of Working Time in Domestic Work (2010); McCann and Murray, op. cit., n. 32.
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contracts, abolishing or reducing qualifying periods, and liberalizing rules on continuity. More wide-ranging proposals tend to centre on the social protection system, to permit job-seekers to refuse ZHCs, enhance unemployment benefits, or adopt a new funding model for homecare. Alternative models are also being tested in the policy realm. The Scottish government’s statutory guidance on procurement encourages public bodies to avoid ‘inappropriate and potentially exploitative’ ZHCs. More expansively, in New Zealand the Employment Relations Act was amended in 2016 to require that contracts and collective agreements specify guaranteed hours and to prohibit employers from cancelling shifts without notice.

The report of a recent government-commissioned independent review of employment practices in the modern economy (the ‘Taylor Review’) proposed legislative reforms on ZHCs that pick up on some of these ideas: extending the permissible break in continuous service from a week to a month; introducing a right to request fixed hours after one year and requiring larger firms to report on such requests; extending the reference period for annual leave payments; and investigating whether a higher minimum wage rate might be made applicable to non-guaranteed hours. The regulatory reforms that will result from these proposals remain to be seen. In February 2018, the government issued a response that announced a consultation on the reform of employment status; signalled the intention
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to introduce a right for all workers to request ‘a more predictable contract where appropriate’, \(^{129}\) to extend the permissible break in continuous service beyond one week, \(^{130}\) and to increase the holiday pay reference period to 52 weeks. \(^{131}\) It also made a request to the United Kingdom’s independent advisory body on the minimum wage, the Low Pay Commission, to explore the impacts of introducing a higher National Minimum Wage rate for non-guaranteed hours. \(^{132}\)

Yet even if such measures are adopted, the key challenge to regulatory frameworks on ZHCs is effective enforcement. In the exclusivity ban, as an illustration, the conventional ‘command-and-control’ model pairs statutory allocation of obligations with individualized enforcement. Yet this framework does not meet the deterrence principle and is unlikely to be sustainable or to have systemic effects: a vulnerable segment of the labour force is unlikely effectively to enforce their legal rights. In developing new legal mechanisms on zero-hours work, then, it is essential to transcend command-and-control models. The government \textit{Response to the Taylor Review} stated an intention to extend state enforcement for vulnerable workers to a wider range of basic employment rights. \(^{133}\) Yet in line with the experimental drive of the innovative regulation principle, a more promising method would be to require business representatives and trade unions to develop autonomous sector-specific agreements on the fair use of ZHCs. This approach is not unknown in the United Kingdom policy literature. The government consultation that preceded the ban hinted at this regulatory model, \(^{134}\) and the Taylor Review identified collective agreements as a mechanism to implement guaranteed hours. \(^{135}\) The Review also favoured sectoral approaches, including sector-specific codes of practice or guidance on quality of work that could incorporate advice on the use of certain types of contract. \(^{136}\)

**CONCLUSION**

This article responds to heightening awareness that a growing segment of the global labour force is in work that is unacceptable: low-waged, insecure, unsafe, harbouring mistreatment, beyond the reach of the state, adrift from

\(^{129}\) HM Government, id., p. 39. The mechanism is the subject of a consultation: BEIS, \textit{Consultation on measures to increase transparency in the UK labour market} (2018).
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labour rights, devoid of collective strength. There is an urgent need to respond. Yet the mechanisms that can improve UFW are either elusive or heavily contested. The capacity of the legal construct of the ‘contract of employment’ to allocate the risks of working life is increasingly disputed, not least in its limited potential for the effective governance of the ‘gig economy’ and role in constructing informal economies. Collective mechanisms are weaker than they have been in recent history. And the reach, capacity, and effectiveness of state enforcement mechanisms are often inadequate, while promising innovations in the structure and practice of labour inspection are overlooked. New ideas are needed on which elements of traditional regulatory frameworks to retain, which to jettison, and which novel mechanisms to test and champion.

The article has built on earlier work that proposed a conception of UFW suited to modern economies and to contemporary working lives. The Multidimensional Model of UFW, as reviewed in Part I, elaborates a set of substantive dimensions of UFW and a methodology to predict the incidence and location of these forms of work. The model is designed to be relevant to countries across all levels of development and to help policy makers and regulators to diagnose which work to target.

This article elaborates upon the regulatory dimension of the Multi-dimensional Model by unveiling a new approach to UFW regulation. Part II investigated a set of overlapping literatures, from across the social sciences, that have elaborated the demands of effective labour regulation. Crucial insights from these literatures were integrated into Part III, which proposed a strategic approach to UFW regulation. Under this model, UFW are targeted not only by taking account of their severity or magnitude, but also to achieve the greatest impact from the available resources. To this end, the strategic approach has a particular focus on the sites and regulatory modes of intervention, with an emphasis on the design of legal frameworks, regimes, and tools. Further research is needed on the range of mechanisms that embody the strategic approach. As a preliminary contribution, however, two concepts were proposed. Policy actors, first, should be attentive to points of leverage, which enable interventions to change the conditions that produce UFW. Second, institutional dynamism, or the capacity of regulatory frameworks to extend beyond their formal parameters and to host interactions with cognate institutions, can also be harnessed to generate sustainable and system-wide effects.

Part IV highlighted revealing illustrations of existing regulatory initiatives on UFW. These were interrogated for pointers on the range of interventions that might embody the strategic approach. The first two – the Mathadi Act in India and domestic work laws in Uruguay – address informal work performed by vulnerable populations in lower-income countries. Contrasting regulatory strategies have been adopted: a unique tripartite regime for Mathadi workers and the extension of conventional legislated rights to domestic workers. Yet both initiatives have leveraged existing institutions,
especially the social partners, and are deterrent, sustainable, and oriented to system-wide effects. The third illustration, minimum-wage regulation, again targets disadvantaged segments of the labour force. The research is finding minimum-wage frameworks to exhibit dynamic effects, which extend their reach and strength and have significant potential for protecting low-waged workers in both North and South. The final regulatory model – the United Kingdom ban on exclusivity clauses in ‘zero-hours contracts’ – targets profoundly casualized labour and specifically regulates a form of UFW. Yet the ban neglects the multidimensionality of UFW and relies on a conventional implementation mechanism (command and control) that is unlikely to have systemic effects or much deterrence value.

Drawing on these illustrations, some initial observations can be made on the strategic approach to UFW regulation. First, the involvement of local actors is crucial. Under the Multidimensional Model, local policy makers and researchers are not only relied on to identify UFW, they are also expected to determine where to target initiatives cost-effectively. In particular, it is clear that there is a crucial role to be played by non-state actors in detecting and eliminating UFW. These include membership-based organizations in the developing world, which represent individuals in a range of informal working relations (in street vending, for example, transport, waste picking, and domestic work) and provide a public voice for people in UFW. Businesses too have an interest in identifying and eliminating unacceptable work, which gives competitors an unfair advantage and tarnishes the reputation of all firms in a sector. This locally-orientated – or ‘ground-up’ – approach does not preclude a role for international organizations. Indeed, the ILO in particular can be foreseen to play a crucial role, including through its network of field offices. Central would be support for local actors through, for example, capacity-building on negotiation and regulatory design and dissemination of documentation and advice on regulatory strategies that are being tested in other countries. This approach would build on the kinds of activities already being undertaken by the Organization, associated with the 2030 Agenda under Policy Outcome 8 (UFW)\(^{137}\) and more broadly on effective labour regulation.\(^{138}\)

As the inclusion of informal worker organizations has highlighted, second, many workers in UFW are situated beyond the traditional employment relationship. They therefore elude conceptions of the protected
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worker that are characteristic of conventional labour laws. Such workers are 
engaged, for example, in own-account self-employment, casual work, or 
multilateral working relationships. To the extent, then, that regulatory frame-
works are tied to the model of the highly subordinate worker, permanently 
employed, with a predictable schedule of working hours and engaged in a 
bipartite working relationship, they inevitably neglect many vulnerable 
workers. To be effective in tackling UFW, legal regulation must therefore 
extend beyond the conventional employment relationship, whether by 
rethinking traditional models of employment that have been the foundation 
of labour laws or by relying on novel labour-law mechanisms or other 
institutions that can serve a protective function.

Finally, combatting UFW demands multifaceted policy responses. These 
are likely to cut across ministerial boundaries and to demand close coopera-
tion between governmental agencies, the social partners, and a wide range of 
civil society actors. The aim of preventing or eliminating UFW must there-
fore be reflected in different policy realms (employment, social protection, 
poverty reduction, migration, industrial relations, and so on). It should be the 
subject of tailored national laws, policies, and action plans. In particular, a 
well-defined national regulatory framework would set out an integrated 
approach, which identifies UFW, the actions required for its elimination, and 
mechanisms for effective coordination between a range of stakeholders.

These initiatives – and others yet to be identified – offer regulatory 
lessons that are available for dissemination among policy makers across the 
globe. This circulation of regulatory innovations, further, should incorporate 
the exchange of experience between policy actors in countries at different 
income levels. It may be possible, as an example, that the Mathadi Act 
model can be adapted to apply beyond informal workers in developing 
countries to the growing legions who labour in the ‘gig economies’ of high-
income countries. Such a global exchange of ideas can be considered 
particularly critical for the United Kingdom, in which a narrowing focus on 
‘illegal working’ by undocumented migrants, and an increasing reliance on 
the criminal law to tackle labour exploitation, are proving highly 
ineffective strategies for combatting UFW.
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